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Registration Terms & Conditions

1. Registration

intergraf.eu prior to the event

Intergraf Certification Workshops are open exclusively to:

7. Disclaimer

- companies certified according to Intergraf’s ISO
14298 and CWA 15374
- companies that are in the process of becoming
certified and whose screening has been positively
assessed
- central banks, government authorities, and law
enforcement
Intergraf reserves the right to refuse participation if the
required criteria are not met.

2. Payment
Intergraf Certification Workshops are free to attend.

3. Cancellations & substitutions
If you have registered and can no longer attend Intergraf
Certification Workshops, another representative from
your company can take your place, provided that you
notify us in writing at certification@intergraf.eu, at the
very latest one week before the start of the event.

4. Privacy

The workshop programme is correct at the time of
publication. However, amendments to the content or
speakers may occasionally occur.
Please note that in the case of force majeure Intergraf is
relieved of all obligations.
Force majeure includes any circumstance beyond the
will of Intergraf that impedes permanent or temporary
compliance with the obligations, such as war, danger
of war, revolts, strikes, shut out of workers, pandemics,
transportation difficulties, fire, terrorist attacks or severe
disturbances affecting Intergraf or its suppliers.
Intergraf will make reasonable efforts to provide you with
notice of any such interruption Intergraf Certification
Workshops and/or the associated services.
Where these are unavailable for reasons beyond the
control of Intergraf, Intergraf shall have no liability to you.

8. Governing law and jurisdiction
These terms and conditions shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with Belgian law and the
parties hereby irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of
the Brussels French-speaking courts.

Personal data collected during registration is used to
keep contacts informed about current and future events.
Contacts can opt in/out of newsletters and email
campaigns when registering, and can unsubscribe at
any time by contacting intergrafconference@intergraf.
eu.
For full details of Intergraf’s data privacy policy, please
visit:
https://www.intergrafconference.com/index.php/
privacy-policy.

5. List of participants
A list of participants containing your name, job title,
email address, company name and photograph will
be distributed during the workshop for networking
purposes.
Participants who do not wish to share their contact details
should advise the organisers at intergrafconference@
intergraf.eu prior to the event.

6. Photography and filming
There may be a professional photographer and/or video
production taking place during the event. Intergraf
reserves the right to use images taken at the event with
your photograph and/or likeness in future promotional
material.
Delegates who do not wish to be photographed or filmed
should advise the organisers at intergrafconference@

Any question?
certification@intergraf.eu
+32 2 230 86 46

www.intergrafcertification.com

